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Executive Summary
This report summarizes findings from the second year of the Philadelphia benchmarking
program, which collects energy performance data for the city’s largest non-residential
buildings. More than 90 percent of required buildings reported in Year Two, providing a
snapshot of 2013 energy and water usage for a quarter of the city’s total floor area. Overall,
facilities performed above national averages, but energy efficiency in commercial buildings
continues to be a great opportunity to save Philadelphia business owners money and reduce the city’s carbon footprint.

Philadelphia’s energy and benchmarking disclosure law (Philadelphia Code Section 9-3402) requires large non-residential
buildings 50,000 square feet and larger to report their energy and water usage to the City of Philadelphia using the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Portfolio Manager tool. This law was passed in 2012, with initial benchmarks due in
November 2013. The second year of reporting was completed in June 2014.
Building energy performance is a critical metric for cities dedicated to mitigating the causes of climate change. In Philadelphia, more than 60 percent of citywide greenhouse gas emissions stem from building energy use. As part of the City’s
Greenworks sustainability plan, Philadelphia set a goal to reduce emissions 20 percent by 2015. Improving building performance will help Philadelphia reach that goal, and benchmarking provides building owners with the information they need
to begin making informed decisions about upgrading and investing in energy efficiency.
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Year Two Benchmarking Highlights
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In conjunction with the release of this report, the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability (MOS) is releasing a subset of building performance information submitted through Portfolio Manager. This data is available online at www.phila.gov/benchmarking.
Public disclosure of benchmarking results is required by law, and will provide the real estate and building owner community
with new information to make informed decisions about transactions and investments. Recent research has indicated that
energy-efficient buildings are more highly valued in the marketplace, and investments in efficiency can dramatically lower
energy costs for owners and operators.
The City has been benchmarking and reporting on its own buildings’ performance since 2011, and has continued to invest
in its facilities through the Energy Efficiency Fund, which supports department-led energy conservation projects on a
competitive basis. The City’s first-ever guaranteed energy savings project in City Hall and three nearby office buildings
will be completed in 2015. As part of this project, the replacement of the iconic City Hall clock tower lights with low-cost,
high-efficiency LED bulbs will save taxpayers $40,000 in annual energy, material, and labor costs.
KEY FINDINGS FROM THE YEAR TWO BENCHMARKING REPORT

• P hiladelphia buildings eligible for the 1 to 100 ENERGY STAR score received an average rating of 58, eight points
higher than the national average. While this baseline is encouraging, the score required to be ENERGY STAR-certified as a high-performing building is 75, demonstrating that most buildings have opportunities for improvement.
• F acilities of all shapes and sizes reported as part of Year Two of the energy benchmarking program, but the majority of buildings in Philadelphia over the 50,000 square feet threshold are office and K-12 schools. The School District of Philadelphia is currently in the process of developing a district-wide sustainability plan, which will include
facility planning to improve building performance.
• U
 niversities and hospitals represent nearly half of the carbon emissions represented in the portfolio of properties
reported. The City of Philadelphia continues to work with its institutional partners, many of which already have
sustainability and carbon-reduction plans in place, to improve the efficiency of these vital sectors.
• F or those buildings that reported in both 2012 and 2013, weather-normalized energy usage intensity (EUI)
remained nearly constant. MOS will continue to compare the subset of buildings that report consistently each year
to assess the quality of benchmarking data and long-term trends in building performance.
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Number of Reported Buildings by Sector

Carbon Emissions of Reported Buildings By Sector
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NEXT STEPS

The City of Philadelphia remains committed to energy benchmarking and disclosure as a first step to inform the marketplace and drive building owner and operator action on energy efficiency. Operational or capital investments made in the
city’s building stock now will be reflected in Year Three benchmarks, which will be due on June 30, 2015.
In October 2014, Philadelphia launched the Energy Reduction Race, a one-year challenge to those buildings that have
participated in energy benchmarking to reduce their usage 5 percent by September 2015. The Energy Reduction Race is
funded in part through the City Energy Project (CEP), a commitment to improve building performance across the United
States. The City of Philadelphia is one of ten cities invited to participate in CEP, which is dedicated to using data and information sharing among participants to develop best practices for driving reductions in building energy usage.
As part of this goal, MOS has been working to help building owners better understand what benchmarking data means
for their facilities. In September 2014, MOS mailed Building Energy Performance Profiles to every building owner who
participated in Year Two of benchmarking, outlining how their building stacked up to its peers and highlighting existing
incentive programs. MOS is currently developing a data visualization tool to improve the usability of this information as
well as piloting an in-person program to support building owners who request further assistance in developing energy
efficiency retrofit project plans for their facilities.
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Philadelphia’s Benchmarked Buildings’ Carbon Emissions
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